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INTRODUCTION
The central concept for comparison of the cardinality 
of arbitrary nnordered sets is that of equivalence. Two 
sets A and B are called equivalent, A'^B, in case there 
exists a function f between them such that f is one-to- 
one and onto. If A is equivalent to a subset of B we 
write A ̂  B. A ̂  B is reminiscent of subset inclusion, 
and so we might expect the relation ̂  to have the reflex­
ive, anti-symmetric and transitive properties of a par­
tial ordering, Eeflexivity and transitivity cause no 
trouble, The interesting question is that of anti­
symmetry. If A B and B ̂  A, can we conclude that 
A^B? This answer is contained in the celebrated Schrbder- 
Bernstein Theorem C9, p. 28], p. 8 8 ], which we state 
and prove in Chapter 0.
We are concerned with the validity of a reformula­
tion of the classical SchrOder-Bernstein Theorem for var­
ious algebraic systems. Our problem has been solved 
affirmatively only for rather special classes of alge­
braic systems. This problem is stated as Kaplansky's 
first test problem on the structure of abelian groups 
(see Kaplansky [8 , p. 12]]).
We may reformulate the Schrdder-Bernstein Theorem
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
for abstract algebraic systems A, B, C, D as follows:
If A ̂  B © C and B A © D, then A<^ B. This paper 
is a partial collection of the results of investigations 
of this reformulation of the Schrbder-Bernstein Theorem 
in various classes of algebras.
We consider this problem in the class of abelian 
groups. In the class of finite groups, we note that our 
problem evaporates. Kaplansky gives an easy negative 
answer for the class of all abelian groups. In seeking 
a complete set of invariants for abelian groups, and 
hence arriving at Ulm's Theorem, Kaplansky obtains an 
affirmative conclusion to this test problem in the class 
of countable torsion groups. On the other hand, Peter 
Crawley has recently constructed a counterexample for 
uncountable torsion groups. A negative result is illus­
trated for countable torsion-free groups by an example 
due to A.L.S. Corner. We remark that E. Sasiada has an 
example to show that the answer is also negative for un­
countable torsion-free groups (see [1 2]).
William Hanf discusses our problem in various classes 
of Boolean algebras. For complete and atomic Boolean 
algebras, our problem reduces to a general set-theoreti­
cal problem and therefore the classical Schrdder-Bernstein 
Theorem applies. More generally, this problem has been 
answered affirmatively for countable o-complete Boolean
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
algebras bj Roman Sikorski and Alfred Tarski,
For arbitrary Boolean algebras and, in fact, for 
countable Boolean algebras, a negative solution to our 
problem was obtained by S. Kinosbita. However Tarski 
suggested modifying Kinoshita's construction to obtain a 
negative solution to a restricted problem, and hence 
arriving at a negative solution to our problem in this 
class. This result is discussed in Chapter 1.
Tarski extends the main results on Boolean algebras 
to arrive at a negative answer for various classes of 
commutative semigroups. In addition, an affirmative 
answer is obtained in a special class of semigroups, 
namely, partially ordered commutative semigroups in 
which every infinite sequence of pairwise disjoint ele­
ments bounded above has a least upper bound, which is 
not treated here (see [1 6]).
Bjami Jons son uses Hanf's results to obtain anal­
ogous negative results for (non-abelian) groups. He 
also gives some general formulations which include the 
results for Boolean algebras, commutative semigroups, 
and groups as particular cases. We merely state this 
result here.
Chapter 0 is devoted to a collection of concepts 
and definitions of terms used throughout the paper. In 
addition, other remarks, definitions, and concepts are
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
introduced as they become necessary.
Chapter 1 contains results of our problem in var­
ious classes of groups. Here we consider classes of 
finite groups, divisible groups, reduced groups, p- 
primary groups, countable torsion groups, torsion-free 
groups, as well as the class of all abelian groups.
Various classes of Boolean algebras and commutative 
semigroups are considered in Chapter 2. First we deal 
with o-complete Boolean algebras. Results obtained 
for the class of all Boolean algebras and the class of 
countable Boolean algebras are extended to derive simi­
lar results for classes of commutative semigroups. Non- 
abelian groups are also considered in this chapter.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 0 
PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS
Capital German letters denote classes of algebraic 
systems, whereas capital Latin letters denote sets, 
groups and Boolean algebras. Lower case Latin letters 
are used for elements of sets, groups and Boolean alge­
bras, Unless otherwise stated, we reserve the letter Z 
for the group of integers, N for the non-negative inte­
gers, and R for the additive group of rationale. We 
use lower case Greek letters as well as the letters f, 
h, g to denote mappings.
For sets A and B, f: A -> B will denote a mapping 
from A into B, For x e A, f(x) denotes the image of x 
in B, Let C = A and D «= B„ By f[C] we mean the set
\ f(c) I c e C^ and f~^[D] denotes the set
% a E A I f(a) e D| , fIC stands for the restriction 
mapping of f to C,
The term group will always mean an abelian group 
with operation written additively. For a subset S of 
a group G, by [S] we mean the smallest subgroup of G 
containing the set S. We call [S] the subgroup generated 
by S, If H is a subgroup of the group G and a any ele­
ment of G, then a + H = ^a + hlh e H% is a coset of H.
The cosets of H in G form a group, denoted G/H, known as
5
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the factor group of G with respect to H. The order of 
an element a of a group G will be denoted by o(a).
Given two groups G and U, we say a mapping f : G 
is a homomorphism if f preserves the operations of G.
If the homomorphism f is one-to-one, f is called a mono­
morphism <. The two groups G and are called isomorphic 
if f is a monomorphism from G onto In this case we
write G When G is not isomorphic to (j we write
G non - G. We understand an endomorphism of G to be 
a homomorphism mapping G into itself. Similarly, an 
automorphism of G is an isomorphism from G onto G. The 
set of all endomorphisms of a group G is a group and 
will be denoted by E(g),
Several particular groups discussed are = ̂ np'^lneZ, 
k = 0 , 1 , 2 , o 0 0 ̂  , Z(p^ = Rp/Z, and Ẑ , the cyclic 
group of order n.
The cardinality of a set S is denoted by Isl. In 
particular represents the cardinal of the set of
integers.
In Chapter 2, the symbol is used both for the
8et-theoretical union and for the more general notion 
of Boolean join. In most cases, if both interpretations 
of "U" are possible, they coincide. When confusion is 
possible, it will be stated how "U" should be interpreted.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
The same remarks hold for the dual symbol "D” used both 
for set-theoretical intersection and for Boolean meet. 
Similar remarks are true for the symbol of complemen­
tation and the symbol of inclusion. In the discussion
of Boolean algebras, we find it convenient simply to 
write ab for a H b.
The set of all subsets of a set X is denoted by 
S(x), P(b ) represents the set of all prime ideals of 
a Boolean algebra B,
Other terminology and definitions are introduced 
as they become necessary. For basic properties of 
groups and Boolean algebras we refer the reader to 
Fuchs [2] and Sikorski [15], respectively.
Lemma 0.1, Let A be any set. Denote by S(a) the 
set of all subsets of A. Suppose f:S(A) — > S(a) is such 
that f(x) <= f(Y) whenever X <= Y, Then f has a fixed 
point, that is, there exists Z e S(a) such that f(z) = Z.
Proof, Let Z = U%X I X <= f(x)] , For any X <= f(x),
X = Z and thus f(x) = f(z). Therefore X <= f(z) for all 
X such that X <= f(x). Hence Z = u[x 1 X = f(x]§c: f(z).
But Z <= f(z) implies f(z) <= f(f(z)) and hence f(z) = z. 
Therefore f(z) = Z.
Theorem 0.2, (Schrbder-Bernstein), Suppose 
f : A — >B is one-to-one, g:B — >A is one-to-one. Then 
there exists ip :A B such that (p is one-to-one and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8
onto.
Proof. Define 1i:S(a ) — > S ( a ) by h(x) = g[f[Z]' ]' .
X c Y implies fCX] «= f[Y] and thus f[X]’ => f[Y]‘ . Hence
g[f[X]'] =3 g[f[Y]'] and g[f[X]']' <= g[f[Y]']' . So h(X) = h(Y) 
By Lemma 0.1, there is some Z such that Z = A and h(z) = Z. 
Then gCfCZ]'] = h(z)' = Z', or fCZ]' = g"^[Z'].
Define : A -— >B by CÇ (x) = C f(x) if x e Z
\ g ^(x) if X e Z'.
Suppose y e B. Then y e  f[Z] or y e f[Z]'. If y e f[Z] 
then there exists x e Z such that f(x) = y and so 
(x) = f(x) = y. Similarly, if y e f[Z]', then 
y e g Z'] and g(y) e Z'. Then there is some x e Z' 
such that g ^(x) = y so (x) = g ^(x) = y. Thus 
is onto. Since f and g are one-to-one and f[Z] D g ^[Z'l 
= 0, ij) is one-to-one.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER I 
GROUPS
Definition 1 .1 . Let ^ A\ I X e JV.̂  be a set of 
groups. Consider ^ ft f : A- -> U A^ » f(X ) e A^ , f ( \ ) 
/ 0 for at most finitely many . (We are writing 0
to represent the identity element of any A ̂  ).
^ f I f : A. -> U A\ , f ( X ) E Ax > f (X ) / 0 for at most 
finitely many X  ̂  is a group called the discrete direct 
sum of the A\ . For convenience, we will henceforth 
denote the discrete direct sum of the A>^ by 
^ ( . .., a X » ... ) I ax G A \  , ax / 0 for at most 
finitely many X  ̂  ,
Definition 1.2. Let G be an abelian group and 
A X > X e A - , "be subgroups of G such that 
(i ) G = [ U Ax ]
X eJL
(ii) if X,, \  Of and 3 are in A- with
3 / A   ̂for all i = 1, 2, .. ., n, then Ag n Cĵ Û A x ]
. loi. '
Then we call G the direct sum of its subgroups A x  •
Each Ax is called a direct summand. We write
G = S © Ax • Notice that (i) tells us for each g e G,
A eJL
g = a v  + ... + a X * & X E A X and (ii) tells us 1 ^  n i ^  i
that this expression is unique.
9
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hold;
10
Remark 1.3. We note that the following properties
1.) G = 2 © implies G = © Aĵ  where
A: = 2 © A/ ,
2.) If G=2 © A)̂  and each A\ = 2 © , then
G = ^ 2 © B)̂ y) , The converse of this statement is also
true,
3.) G = ^ © A^ and B^ S all A  , where
the B\ are subgroups of G, imply [ U B^] = 2 © B)^ .
4.) If G = A © B and H is a subgroup of G with 
A 5  H 5  G, then H = A © (B n h).
5.) If G = A © B and g = a + b, a e A, b e B,
then o(g) is the least common multiple of o(a) and o(b),
6 .) G = A © B implies A/>* gIb and B ru gIa,
7.) If G = 2 © A x  » H = 2 © B,, and there
\ eJL ^
exists a one-to-one correspondence between and M such
that A^ B^ (where X <—> p), then G o' H,
Lemma 1.4, If G = 2 © A)^ , then G is isomorphic
to the discrete direct sum of the , Moreover, if
H is the discrete direct sum of the A , then H = 2 © A^. X
where A}̂  = [ ̂  (O, , .., 0 , a x  > 0» . » o ) I a e A x ^  ] .
Proof. Note that Aĵ  A^ for all K and A^ 2
It is clear that the A^ satisfy condition (ii) of Defi­
nition 1.2 and that [ U Aĵ  ] = H. x £ H implies
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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= a\ , where / 0 for at most finitely
many \  . Let a a. he those components
1 n n
which are not 0. Then x = a'ŷ  , where a' ̂
= (O, ..., 0, a X  * 0, ... ). Therefore x e [ U ].
i ^
Hence» condition (i) of Definition 1.2 is satisfied.
Thus H = L © ,
Since A^ ^  A^ for all X  » hy 7.) of Remark 1.3,
G = L © A v  - ^L©  AL = H. Henceforth, we will use 
^ © A^ to denote both the direct sum and the discrete 
direct sum of the Ay^ when there is no ambiguity.
In this chapter we shall concern ourselves primarily
with certain classes of abelian groups.
Our problem has an easy negative answer in the
class of all abelian groups. For example, take groups
Or and H to be the countable direct sums,
Gr = Z2 © © Z^ © . » o ,
H = Z^ © © Z^ © . „ , ,
where Z^ denotes the cyclic group of order n. Clearly, 
each of the groups G and H is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of the other. That G and H are not isomorphic follows 
directly from the uniqueness of the representation of a 
primary group as a direct sum of cyclic groups (See 
Kaplansky [8 , pp. 23, 2?]),
Obviously, our problem has an affirmative answer
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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in the class of finite groups. Let G and H be finite
groups and let f be a monomorphism of G into H. Since
G and H are finite f is an isomorphism and thus G H.
We obtain an affirmative answer when we try our
problem in the class of divisible groups. A group G
is divisible if, for every x e G and for every integer
n / 0, there exists an element y s G with ny = x. It
is clear that a direct sum of groups is divisible if
and only if every direct summand is divisible. Also
it is easily verified that a homomorphic image of a
divisible group is divisible,
Examples. 1,) Let R be the additive group of
nationals. For every integer n / 0 and every rational
r = p/q, nx = r has a solution x = ^  in R. Therefore
R is a divisible group.
2.) Let Z be the group of integers and p be any
prime in Z. Define R^ = ^np~^ln e Z, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ̂
Rp is a subgroup of R, the additive group of nationals.
Moreover, Z = R^. Define Z(p°° ) = R^/Z. Let
np + Z e Z(p°°) and let m be any positive integer.
m = qp^ where (q, p) = 1, Hence, (q, p^) = 1. There
exist integers u and v such that uq + vp^ = 1 .
“CiLet X = nup + Z. Then
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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-Ci+k) mx = mnup + Z
-k= qnup + Z
= (l-vp^)np ^ + Z
= np - nv + Z
= np ^ + Z„
Therefore Z(p°°) is divisible„
In order to verify that our problem holds in the
class of divisible groups, we need the following result 
which we state here without proof and refer the reader 
to Kaplansky [8 , p. 10],
Theorem 1 , A divisible abelian group is a direct 
sum of groups each isomorphic to the additive group of 
rational numbers or to Z(p°°) (for various primes p), 
Moreover, this decomposition is unique.
Theorem 1 ,6 . Let A, B, C, D be divisible groups.
If A B 0 C and B A © D, then A B,
Proof, By Theorem 1,5»
A 2 © ( 2. Z(p°° )) © 2 Ev
= P 4
B 2 © ( 2^ zCp® )) © 2 Rv
= p A.® AsP
C ^ 2 © ( 2^ Z(p°° )) © 2 Rv
= p Ac
D fv 2 © C 2-f. Z(p®̂  )) © 2 Rx » for various" p A ^  Ap
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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primes p« By the hypothesis,
2 ® ( 2. e 2 Rv M  [2 e ( 2„ z(p°°)) e 2 Ev ]
D JL^ A a - p A ?  A b ''-p - —  - p
00© Cs © ( Sp z(p^ )) © Z R v ] ,
P ^ p  ^
Z © ( ZCp°°)) © Z Rs. ^  [Z © ( Z. z(p°° )) © Z Rv ]
P JLp A b p A.^ -^A
© [Z © ( Z_ A(p°° )) © Z Rĵ ]. 
P -^p A p
Therefore,
Z © ( Z. Z(p°° )) © Z Rv ^ Z © [ Ẑ, Z(p°° ) © Zp Z(p^ )3 P A a  ^ = P a B
ic
and
Z © ( Z_ Z(p°° )) © Z Rv Aj Z © [Z. Z(p°° ) © Zj, Z(p°° )]
p ^ P  a b  » " = p  A ^
^ ip « X  .
From the uniqueness of such decompositions, we have 
I A. ̂  I < IA  ̂  I and IA ^ I < 1A  ? I for each p, andP ~ P P — P
also I A g i  < I A ĵl and I A  < I Agi» Therefore, hy 
the classical Schrdder-Bernstein Theorem, I A  pi = I A. pi 
for each prime p, and I A g i  = I A  ̂1 . Applying 7,) of 
Remark 1.3, B.
Kaplansky [8 , p. 93 proves that any ahelian group
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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G has a unique largest divisible subgroup D, and G = D ® R
where R has no (nonzero) divisible subgroup. An abelian
group is called reduced if it has no (nonzero) divisible 
subgroup. Using this result and Theorem 1,6 we have 
Theorem 1,7. Suppose that whenever R^, R2 , R5 »
and R^ are reduced groups such that R^ Rg ® R^ and
R2 ̂  R-L ® R4 » then R^ R2 . Let A, B, C, and G be abe­
lian groups such that A B ® C and B A ® G. Then
A B,
Proof, Let A, B, C, G be abelian groups. Suppose 
that A ^  B ® G and B A ® G, A = ® R^, B = ® R^,
C Dq © Rq , G = Dg ® Rĝ , where D^, are the
unique largest divisible subgroups of A, B, C and G re­
spectively, and R^, Rg, R^ and R^ are reduced,
A = ® R^ ̂  (Dg®Rg) ® (D^®R^) = (Dg®D^) © (Rg®R̂ ,).
Dg © Dçj is divisible and Rg © R^ is reduced. By the 
uniqueness of the decomposition, Dg © and
R R g  © Rq , Similarly,
B = Dg © Rg (D^©R^) © (D̂ ©R(j) = (D^©D^) © (R^©R^) 
and Bg ̂  and Rgru © R^, By Theorem 1,6 we
see that Dg, and by our hypothesis, R̂  ̂fv Rg, Hence,
© Ra  ̂  Dg © Rg, that is A ̂  B,
Thus to test our problem in a class of abelian groups, 
it suffices to test in the class of reduced groups. This 
result will be used in showing that we get an affirmative
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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answer in the class of countable torsion groups»
Definition 1.8. If an abelian group has all its 
elements of finite order, we shall call it a torsion 
group. On the other hand, if all the elements (except 
the identity) have infinite order, we then call the 
group torsion-free »
Examples. 1») Finite groups are clearly torsion
groups »
2„) Contained in the additive group R of rationale 
is the subgroup Z of integers. Every element of the 
factor group R/Z, the rationals modulo one, has finite 
order and is therefore a torsion group » Since if 
k/m + Z E R/Z where k, m e Z and (k, m) = 1, then 
m(k/m + Z) = 0 + Z.
3,) Let G be the indiscrete direct sum
£ (a^, ..., a^, „„o)Iâ  e Z^^ » Every nonzero element 
of Z^ has order m if and only if m is prime. However, 
if a E Ẑ , o(a)!m since [a] <=■ Z^» Hence, each com­
ponent is of finite order dividing m, and thus for all 
a E Ẑ , ma = Oc Thus mG = o CmG = ̂ m g l g e G j  ), so 
every element of G is of order dividing m, thus has 
finite order. Hence G is a torsion group.
4.) A group G is cyclic if it can be generated 
by a single element a e G„ If oCa) is infinite, G is 
isomorphic to the additive group of integers and is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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called an infinite cyclic group. In this case each ele­
ment has infinite order and hence G is torsion-free,
5.) Consider the additive group G of an integral 
domain D of infinite characteristic. Let e he the 
identity of D, I f a e G ,  a / 0 has finite order n,
then 0 = na = nCea) = (ne)a implies ne = 0 since a / 0;
and hence D has finite characteristic which is a contra­
diction, Thus G is torsion-free.
Let G he an arbitrary ahelian group and T = |x e GI 
o(x) is finite^ . Then T is a subgroup of G and G/T is
torsion-free if T / G. T is called the torsion sub­
group of G. This observation leads us very naturally 
to the study first of the torsion groups and secondly 
of torsion-free groups,
We define a group to be p-primary, for a certain 
prime p, if every element has order a power of p. Evi­
dently, a direct sum of p-primary groups is p-primary.
The study of torsion groups is reduced to that of p- 
primary groups by the following theorem:
Theorem 1,9, Any torsion group is a direct sum 
of p-primary groups. Moreover, this decompositon is 
unique, not just up to isomorphism; the summands are 
unique subgroups.
Proof. See Fuchs [2, p, 21],
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Theorem 1.10. Suppose that if P^, Pg, P3 and P^ 
are p-primary groups such that P^ ^  P2 © P3 and 
?2 /yP̂  © P^ then P ^ P 2 . If A, B, C, and D are tor­
sion groups such that A y  B ® C and B ̂  A © D, then 
A rv B.
Proofo Suppose our problem has an affirmative
answer in the class of p-primary groups.
Let A, B, C, D be torsion groups and suppose that
A ̂  B © C and Bru A © D„ By Theorem 1 for primes p,
A = Ij © A j B = 2 © B > C = 2 © C » D = 2 ® D , where
p P  P ^ P ^ P ^
Ap» Bp, Cp, Dp are p-primary groups,
By statement l) of Remark 1.3,
2 ® A /V (e e B„) ® (e ® C„) = S ® (B„ ® C ) and
p P - p P  P r P p p
2 ® ~  ( e  ® ®  (2 ® D „ )  = 2 ® ( a  ® D )
p P = p P  P P P P P
over all primes p. By the uniqueness of such a decom­
position A = (B © C ) and B = (A © D ) for each p.Jfcr Ir ir
Hence, A y  B for each p by the hypothesis. Thusp - p
2 © A rv Z © , or A 'V' Bo
P ^ ‘ V ^
By Theorems 1.7 and IdO, it suffices to con­
sider our problem relative to the class of reduced p- 
primary groups. We proceed presently to show that we 
get an affirmative answer in the class of all countable 
torsion groups. This result follows immediately from
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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one of the most striking theorems in the theory of 
ahelian groups, namely Ulm's Theorem» It says that 
a reduced countable p-primary abelian group is com­
pletely determined by a set of well-defined invar­
iants, called Ulm invariants » Ulm invariants are dis­
cussed immediately following the statement of Theorem 
1 .11 .
Theorem 1.11» (Ulm’s Theorem) Two reduced counta­
ble p-primary abelian groups are isomorphic if and only 
if they have the same Ulm invariants.
Let G be a reduced p-primary group. Define G^ 
for each ordinal a as follows : let G = G, G_ = pG_ .O <X Œ — 1
if a is not a limit ordinal, and G^ = f1 Gn if a is a
p<a
limit ordinal. Since the G^ form a descending chain of
subgroups, there must finally be an ordinal X  , not
exceeding the cardinal of G, such that G)̂  = G;̂  +  ̂for 
otherwise we would eventually get to an ordinal whose 
cardinal exceeds that of the cardinality of G. G^ 
is divisible and, since G is reduced, G^ = 0. Thus, 
we get a descending chain of subgroups of G, beginning 
with G and ending at 0. â̂ ÔL+1. considered as
a vector space over the integers mod p, since
~ P̂ £x G^/^a+1 ^ group with all its nonzero
elements of order p. For P = £ x e Gipx = 0 ̂  , let
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= P n G^o More generally, for any subgroup S of 
G, we set = S n G^, The quotient group 
may likewise be considered as a vector space over the 
integers mod p. We write u(a, G) for its dimension and 
call U(a, G) the a-th Ulm invariant of G«
If X e G, X / 0, we define the height of x, de­
noted h(x), to be a if X E G^ but x X ^a+l° write
h(0 ) = + 0 0, with the convention that + ooexceeds any 
ordinal, Note that the following properties hold :
(i) If h(x) < h(y), then h(x+y) = h(x).
(ii) If hCx) = h(y), then h(x+y) > hCx).
(iii) If X / 0, then h(px) > h(x).
We will say that x is proper with respect to a subgroup 
S of G if h(x) > h(x+s) for all s e S, that is if x has 
maximal height in its coset (mod S)„ Under this con­
dition, h(x+s) = min (h(x), h(s)).
Lemma 1.12. Let S be a subgroup of G. Let S* =
 ̂P~^^a+2 P”^^a+2 = ^^Ipz e ^a+2% '
(i) for each x e S*, px = py for some y £ G^^^
and hence x-y e P^j
(ii) the mapping fĝ :8^ -— > defined by
fĵ (x) = (x-y) + P^^^ is a homomorphism with kernel
^a+1 therefore f^ induces a monomorphism g^ of
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(iii) gjj is onto if and only if there does not 
exist in an element of height a which is proper 
with respect to S.
Proof. Ci) Consider x e 8^ = 8^ n 
Then x e 8^ and px e ^^+2 = Î â+1' Thus px «= py for some 
y e ôt+1' Hence x-y e P since p(x-y) = 0. Clearly 
x-y e and therefore x-y e P fl G^ = P^.
(ii) Let X e 8* he such that px = py and px = pt 
for y, t e G^^^. Hence p(y-t) = p(o) = 0 and there­
fore y-t s P. Thus (x-y) - (x-t) = 0 + (t-y) e
Hence f^ is well-defined.
Again consider x, z e 8*. px = py, pz = pt where 
y, t E p(x+z) = px + pz = py + pt = p(y+t) and
y + t E G^^^, Thus f^(x+z) = x + z - (y+t) + P̂ _̂  ̂ =
(x-y + + (z-t ♦ . f„(x) + f„(z). is
therefore a homomorphism.
Now suppose X E 8* is in the kernel of f^. Then
’"■y ® ^a+l = ^ " ‘̂a+1 -  ̂®a+l i“Plies x e
since y e 8urely x e 8 and hence x e 8 n G^^^ =
^a+1' 3C E 8 ĝ ^̂ . Then (i) tells us x-y e P. Hence,
x-y £ P n G^^^ = Ho f^(x) = 0 + P^^^. Therefore
the kernel of f^ is 8^^^.
By the Fundamental Homomorphism Theorem for groups, 
we conclude that f^ induces a monomorphism g^ of
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(iii) Suppose is not onto, Then let v e
be such that v + ^^^2. ^ Then surely v i Îct+1
and h(v) = a. We show v is proper with respect to S,
Just suppose s e S is such that h(v) < h(s-v). Then
2s-v = pt with t e G^. Since pv = 0, ps = p t e ^a+2 
and s e p~^ ^a+2 ° ^̂ .us s e S*, Now g^(s + =
f^(s) = (s-pt) + = V + P^_^^, But this is a con­
tradiction and therefore v is proper with respect to S.
Suppose V e P^, has height a, and is proper with
respect to S , Then v + P̂ _̂  ̂^ ' since other­
wise there are x e 8*, y e ^a+1 p(x-y) = 0 and
V + P̂ _̂  ̂= (x-y) + Then h(v-x) > h(v) = a since
v-(x-y) e (̂x+1 that v-(x-y) e hence,
v-x = V - (x-y) - y e  Therefore h(v-x) > a+1 >
a = hCv)o This contradicts the assumption that v is 
proper with respect to S„ Hence g^ is not onto.
Lemma l,l3c Let G and H be two countable reduced 
p-primary groups with the same Ulm invariants, Let U 
and V be finite subgroups of G and H respectively. Let 
ip be a height-preserving isomorphism of U onto V. Con­
sider X e G such that x X H. Then there exist a finite 
subgroup Û of G and a subgroup V of H such that Û con­
tains U and X, and extends to a height-preserving
isomorphism mapping Ü onto V.
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Proof. We may suppose px e IT, for if p^x e U for
some k > 1, the adjunction of x to U may be carried
k— 1out by successively adjoining p x, ..., px, x. The 
coset X + U contains elements proper with respect to U, 
since IT is finite. If x* is such an element, then 
px’ e IT. Among the finitely many x° , there exists one, 
say y, such that h(py) is maximal. Let h(y) = a. Then 
h(py) > a + 1„ We show there exists z e H such that z 
is proper with respect to V and h(z) = h(y) = a and 
pz = (p(py).
Case 1. h(py) = a + 1, By the hypothesis on , 
h( <|(py)) = a+1. Since ^ (py) e ^^+2 said =
pH^, there exists z e such that ij) (py) = pz, h(z) = a 
since z e and if z e then pz e implies
G which is not true. Therefore there^ (py)
exists z e H such that pz = l|) (py) » hCz) = a, z X V
since z e V implies there exists u s IT such that (u) = 
z. So (Ç (py) = pz = p Y  (u), py = pu, p(y - u.) = 0, 
Also y-u / IT, for otherwise y would be in IT. h(y-u) = a 
since h(y) = a and y is proper with respect ro IT and 
h(u) = a„ But h(p(u-y)) = h(o) > a+1 which contradicts 
the maximal choice of h(py). Thus z ^ V, Further, z 
is proper with respect to V. If not, there exists 
V e V such that h(z+v) > h(z)„ Let ^  ^(v) = u s IT, 
Then a = h(z) < h(z+v) < h(pz+pv) = h(py+pu) and thus
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h(p(y+u)) > a + 2„ This is contrary to the maximality 
of h(py) since h(z+v) > h(z) implies h(v) = h(z) = a 
which implies h(u) = a and thus h(u+y) = a.
Case 2. h(py) > a + 1, Then py e =" ^^a+1 '
so there exists y" e such that py' = py, y’ e *̂ a+l
implies h(y') > a + 1, Therefore h(y) < h(y') and hence 
h(y-y') = h(y). Moreover, y-y' is again proper with 
respect to U. For if h(y-y' + u) > h(y-y') = h(y) for 
some u e U, then since h(y') > h(y), h(y+u) > h(y), an 
impossibilityo By Lemma 1,12, since G^/Gg^+2 finite,
the dimension of (as a vector space over the
integers mod p) is strictly less than uCa, G) , Since 
is height-preserving, it maps onto V^, U* onto V*
Therefore dim .
dim < U(o, G) = U(a, H) .
Again by Lemma 1,12, there is an element z^e H such 
that pz^ = 0 , h(z^) = a and z^ is proper with respect 
to V. Since h( (py) ) > a + 1 , (py) = pz^ for 
2̂  ̂^a+l“ z = z^ +■ z ,̂ pz = pz^ + pZg = pZg = C()(py).
h(z) = h(z^+Z2 ) = h(z^) = a, z is proper with respect 
to V. h(z+v) = h((z^+v) + Zg) = h(z^+v) < h(z^) = h(z), 
since z^ is proper with respect to V and h(z^) < h(z2 ).
We extend to an isomorphism of tJ = [U, y] = [U, x3 
onto V = [V, z] by defining [d] = [U] and ^(x) = y,
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Proof of Theorem 1.11. Write G = ^ g ,̂ gg, .o.^ ,
H = ^ h^, h2 > o«o . Put = 0 , Vq = 0 and assume that
the existence of a height-preserving isomorphism Lj|) ̂
has been established between some finite subgroups of
G- and of Ho If n is even, take the first g^ not in 
and extend iŜ by Lemma 1.15, to a height-preserv­
ing isomorphism of onto where
is some subgroup of G including and g^, while 
is a suitable subgroup of H (containing V^). If n is 
odd, take the first h^ not in and do the same with 
the inverse On account of this alternation be­
tween G and H, every element of G and H takes its turn, 
and finally we arrive at a (height-preserving) isomor­
phism between G and H.
Lemma 1.14. If G and H are reduced p-primary 
groups, then U(a, G ® H) = U(a, G) + Tj(a, H) ,
Proof. Let P = ^ g s G l p g  = 0*̂  and T = £ h  e Hiph
oj. dim = U(a, G) and dim =
U(a, H). Suppose T = ^ z £ G © Hipz = 0^ . For g e P,
h £ P, pg = 0 and ph = 0 implies p(g+h) = 0. Hence
g + h £ T and P © F <= T. On the other hand, for
z = (g, h) £ T, p(g, h) = 0 implies pg = 0 , ph = 0 and
so g £ P, h £ P. Hence T = P © P. = 1 A (g®H)^ =
(P©P) n (G©H)^. Clearly, (G©H)^ = G^© H^. So
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(p©F) n (g©h X = (p®F) n (G^©H ) = (pnG„) © (Frin ) =oc oc oc oc oc
Thus T^ = Since 5  P^ and
^a+1 -  ̂ a’ V ® a +1 V ^ a +1 ® ^a/^+1 " therefore
dim (T„Aa+l^ ' '^V^a+1^ +
U(a, G®h ) = U(a, g ) + U(a, H)„
Theorem 1.15. Let G, H, A, B, C, D be countable
torsion groups. If H = A © B and G = C © D, where H (V G
and G rv A, then G H.
Proof, As shown earlier, it suffices to con­
sider countable p-primary groups. By Lemma 1,14, for 
each a
U(a, h ) = U(a, a ) + U(a, b ) and
U(a, G) = U(a, C) + U(a, D),
By our hypothesis and Theorem 1,11, U(a, C) = U(a, a) + 
U(a, B) and U(a, a) = U(a, C) + uCa, D), Therefore 
U(a, a) = U(a, c) and consequently U(a, h) = U(a, g). 
Hence, by Theorem 1,11, we conclude that G aj H,
Remark, Peter Crawley has recently constructed 
a counterexample to show that our test problem fails 
in the class of uncountable torsion groups, [to appear]. 
Corner [1, pp, 687-710] provides us with an ex­
ample to show that our hypothesis is invalid for tor­
sion-free groups, even when the groups are countable.
We ask if
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G E ® Vf H /y G m U, then is G Aj H? (l)
de Groot [3, pp. 291-297] has proposed the following 
modified formulation of our problem:
if G = G^® Ü ® V, Gy G^, U y  V, and H = G^® U
where G^, U, V are subgroups of G, then is G y H? (2)
It is in this asymmetric form that we will prove the an­
swer is negative for countable torsion-free groups, and 
hence arrive at a negative solution to (l).
First, let us suppose G = Ĝffi U ® V, GyG^ and 
U y  V, and let tO ^* W  2 * CO3 be projections of G
onto the summands G^, U, V in the given decomposition.
Then
G^ = lOĵ LG], U = (*^2[G-] * ^ ~ tO^CG] and (3)
> N . , = i (i = d)
^  0 (i & j) and (4)
(jJ 2 + W  2 + 0 0 3  = 1 » the identity
map on G. (5)
Let 3 be an isomorphism of G onto Ĝ , 3 : G — > G^, 
and let a: G^— >G be its inverse. Extend a to the whole 
of G by defining a(x) = 0 for every x e U ® V. Since
 ̂ is the identity on G^ and because a is the inverse
of 3 we have
3 o a = uj ]̂» ot 0 3 = 1 . (6 )
Similarly, let 5 be an isomorphism of U onto V, 6 :U — > V, 
and let e: V — > U be its inverse. Extend 6 and e to the
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whole of G by setting 6 (x) = 0 for every x e G^® V and 
e(y) = 0 for every y e G^® U. Then 6 and e may be re­
garded as endomorphisms of G such that
e o 6 = o ü 2 » ^ ® ^ = ^ 3  (7)
Since to 2 the identity on IT and oJ is the identity 
on V„ Moreover, consideration of the image and kernels 
of a, P, 6 , e shows that
P Pa o ô = a o e = & o p = e o p = ô = e = 0 , (S) 
Finally, if G H, then by choosing the inverse isomor­
phisms ^ : G^® U — > G and ^ : G — G^® IT and extend­
ing ^ by the rule p [V] = 0, we get endomorphisms 
^ , /yj of G such that
= 1 - 6 ® e, = lî (9)
for it follows from (7) and (5) that 1 - 6 » e =  W  2 *
which projects G onto the direct summand G^® IT.
Suppose now that A is a countable, reduced torsion- 
free ring (that is, a ring whose additive group is tor­
sion-free) containing elements cx>2  ̂ uJ (%, P,
6 , e satisfying the relations (4) through (8 ); and assume 
further that the equations (9) have no solution p , Oj 
in A, We state here a necessary result.
Theorem I.I6 . Every countable, reduced torsion- 
free ring A is isomorphic with the endomorphism ring 
E(g) of some countable, reduced torsion-free group G.
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Proof. See Corner [1, pp. 598-700]. By this theorem 
we may identify A with the endomorphism ring of some coun­
table, reduced torsion-free group G.
If we define subgroups Ĝ , U, V of G by (3), it is
immediate from (4) and (5) that we have a direct de­
composition
G = G^e U ® V, (10)
We find that a = p = c D i o P ,  so that a and
3 induce maps G^ — >G and G — > G^ respectively; but we 
see from (6 ) that these maps are inverses so
G ^ G^« (ll)
Similarly, we find that 6 W  ̂  6 and e o =
oO 2 ®  ̂* therefore, ( 0O 2 ® ® ( u) ^ « 6   ̂ud 2 ) =
2 2 ( ̂  2 ° ^ (6 «u)^) = 0O 2 » because e o 6 = cO 2 ^7
(7) and a) 2 idempotent by (4). Also
( cO ^ 6 6 A lO 2  ) b ( 2  ^ ^ ^ ^ ) = ( ÙÜ ^ o &) o ( e  c> CaO j ) ■
cjj ̂ . Hence  ̂o 6 o uO 2 u) 2 "  ̂ Lv)  ̂are inverses
from U to V and V to U, respectively; hence
u ̂  V. (1 2)
The results (lO) through (l2) place us in the situa­
tion of the left-hand side of (2)„ However, G is non - QJH 
because, if G 0? H, then the equations (9) would have solu­
tions in A, contrary to the hypothesis.
To prove that G non - ̂  H for countable torsion-
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free groups, it is therefore sufficient to establish 
the existence of a ring A with the previously described 
properties.
By a free (abelian) group we mean a direct sum 
of any number of infinite cyclic groups. More pre­
cisely, if ^  a)̂  I X  E is a (non-empty) set of 
indeterminâtes a , then the free group G generated 
by the a i s  the direct sum of the infinite cyclic 
groups [a ̂  ] for X  e _f\_ .
We need the following result :
Lemma l.l7. If G is a free abelian group, E(g ) 
is reduced and torsion-free.
Proof. Clearly E(G) is torsion-free. Since G is
free we let G = S @ [ax.]* where each [a ̂  ] is an
\e_/y_
infinite cyclic group. Assume S is a divisible subgroup 
of E(G). Let g be a non-zero element of S. Then g is 
completely determined by its action on the generators, 
a ̂  . Since g / 0, there exists some X  s such
that g(a X ) / 0 . Thus g(a ) = S n^a^ where a e J\_ 
and the sum has finitely many nonzero terms. For every 
integer m, there is some f e S such that mf = g. Write 
f(a X ) = 2  m^a^. Then S n^a^ = g(a ̂  ) = mf(a K. ) =
2 mm^a^. Thus n^ = mm^ for every a. This is impossible 
since m was arbitrary. Hence g = 0 and thus S = ^ 0^ .
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So we conclude that E(g ) is reduced.
We construct A as a subring of the endomorphism
ring of a free group G of countable rank. Say
_ oo _
G = ^2^ [a^], and let U = [a^], V = [a^] and Ĝ  ̂ =
^SiCa^] , Then G G-, , U rv V and we are once more inn » i. =
the situation of the left-hand side of (2 ) and may choose 
endomorphisms U)^, uJ g, uJ a, p, 6 , s of ^ as be­
fore. Let A be the subring of E(Ĝ ) generated by a, 3,
6 , e. Then (6 ) and (7) show that o 0 ^ e A ( i = l ,  2, 5); 
and by construction, the remaining results (4) through
(8 ) are satisfied. By Lemma 1.17, ECH) is reduced and
torsion-free and therefore, so is A. As a finitely 
generated ring, A is necessarily countable.
It remains to show that the equations (9) have no 
solutions ^ and ̂  in A. (in view of the obvious iso­
morphism n {O © It, the equations are soluble in e Cg )).
This will follow at once if we can prove the following 
Lemma:
Lemma 1.18. There is a function T defined on A 
and taking values in A such that
(i) T[ ̂  ] = T[ ^ ]+T[4r|] for every g , e A;
(ii) T[ o ] z T[ b ] (mod 2a ) , for every ^ G A;
(iii) T[6 o e] O(mod 2A) .
For then if are solutions in A of (9), we
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have by (i) and (ii) that T[6 o e] = ^ ] =
T [ o  0̂1 ] - TCô *» ^ ] 5 0 (mod 2A), which contradicts
(iii)o
Before proving Lemma 1.18, we need some informa­
tion on the additive structure of the ring Ac By elimi­
nating the CO 's in (3)> (6 ), (7) we get
j 3 o a + e o 6  + 6 o £  = lj (l3 )
premultiplying (l3) first by 6 and then by e and using 
(B) we see that
6 o e o 6 = 6 , e c » 6 c>e = e„ (l4)
A is defined to be a subring of E(g) generated by 
a, 3, Ô, E. Let w be any non-vanishing product of powers 
of a, p, 6 , e written in reduced form. Since a % P = 1 
by (6 ) and a o 6 = a & e = 0 by (B), the occurrences of
a in w must all come at the end; and similarly the
occurrences of P in w must all come at the beginning.
Thus w = P̂  o w' o oĉ > where a, b are non-negative in­
tegers, w' is some combination of 6 , e, and 6 and e can
2 2occur no more than once in each w’ since 6 = e = 0
by (B) and s o  6 = 5 ,  eo 6 * G = G by (14). Con­
sequently, we see that the additive group of A is genera­
ted by the elements
P^ o e® o 6 ^ 0  (a, b = 0 , 1 , 2 , j
d, e = 0 or l). (13)
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Proof of Lemma 1,18, For each ^ in A, define a 
sequence of elements Tĵ ( ̂  ) (k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) of A 
such that
Ç ) = e ® 5 o a ^  o ^ o  6 -
e o a ^ f t g o p ^ o d  (l6 )
and set
g )' (17)
T( ̂  ) is meaningful since almost all the terms ^  )
vanish. To see this, it is enough to consider 
p o E® o 6^ o with k > a, b, for we can show
Tk(3^ ° ^ ® «* 6^ o a^) = 0 whenever k > a, b„ Then by
virtue of (6 )
TkCP^ o e® o 6^ o a®') = e o 6 o a^”^o e® o 6 *̂ o
E C 6 _ G o p e®o 6^o 3^”%  6 . (l8 )
If d and e are not both zero, then Tj^(3^o e®o 6 *̂ o a^) - 
0 since a o  e = 6 o 3 = 0  by (8 ). If d = e = 0 and a > b, 
then T^(3^ o e® o 6^ o a®") = e ® 6 o o e « ô -
G % oĉ  ^ o 6 , and again both terms vanish since a o e = 
a 0 6 r= Oo Similarly both vanish if d = e = 0 and a < b.
Finally if d = e = 0 and a = b, then Tĵ (3^o e® o 6 *̂ o a®") =
GO 6 o G 8 6 - e o ô ,  and the terms cancel by (l4).
Hence T( jE ) is well-defined for each ^ e A. (i) holds
since T is clearly additive.
In proving (ii) it is enough to consider the case
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in which 4̂  is one of the generators of the additive 
group of A; and because of the associativity of A we 
may restrict our attention to = a, P, 6 , e. If 
= a, Tjj.Ca ) = £ o  6 o  % a o o o e o  6 -
e o a ^ o  a o ^ o | 3 ^ o ô  = £ o 6 o o ^ o a « o e %ô
e o 0 Ç, 6 a o ô = ^k+1  ̂̂   ̂ a). Since also
T^( a) = £ o 6 o ^ o a o e ‘= * ô - " £ & ^ o a o ô  = 0 , 
we get, on addition, T(a o ̂  ) = t(^ o a). Similarly, 
T ( P ® ] ^ ) = C 1?(^o p). Since a ©  6 = 6 © P = 0, in the 
case 0  ̂ = 6 ,
T̂ (̂6 <»& ) = ^ o 6) = 0 Ck > 0), (19)
while
G?q(6 o ^ ) = " - e o 6 * ^  c, 6 ,
T^( &) = e ô ô " ^ * ô ® e o 6 „  (20)
Since 6 o e o 6 = 6  by (l4), on addition we get T(6 © ^ )
- T( ̂  e> 6), Similarly CCCe o ^ ) = ~ T ( ^ o  c)„ There­
fore for 4̂  = a, p, 6 , e, T( ̂  ^ = T( p = (mod 2A) ; and
thus (ii) follows.
Finally, putting ^ = e in equations (l9) and (20), 
and appealing to (l7) and (l4), we see that T(6 o e) = 
e o (-6 ) ; whence T(6 ® e) = - 60 2 1̂ 7 ( 7). If we assume 
that T(6 o e) = oCmod 2a) so that oO 2 = ^ hO for some 
cO e A <= e(g), then, choosing u to be a generator of 
the infinite cyclic group ÏJ, we find u = 60 2 (u) = 2 l0 (u);
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and this is impossible since U is a direct summand of 
n. Consequently (iii) holds.
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CHAPTER II 
BOOLEAH ALGEBRAS AND SEMIGROUPS 
SECTION 1 
BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS
Sikorski [14, pp„ 140-144] shows that the classical 
SchrGder-Bernstein Theorem is a particular case of a 
more general theorem from the theory of a-complete 
Boolean algebras. (Also see Sikorski [13, p. 193],
Tarski [16]).
A Boolean algebra is a non-empty set A in which 
there are defined two binary operations U and 0 and 
one unary operation ' which satisfy the following; 
A ^ ) a U b = b U a  a n b = b H a
Ag) a U (bUc) = (aUb) U c a fl (bHc) = (adb) H c
A3 ) (anb) U b = b (aUb) n b = b
A^) a n (bUc) = Canb)U(anc) a U (bAc) = (aUb) A (aUc)
Ac) CaAa') U b = b (aUa*) A b = b
for all elements a, b, c e A.
It is easy to see that l ) a U a = a A a = a  and 
2 ) a A b = a if and only if a U b = b„ So we get a
partial ordering = on A by defining a «= b or b => a if
a A b = a. In saying that = is a partial ordering on
A, we mean <= is a relation in A such that if a, b, c e A,
36
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then l) a«= a; 2 ) if a<=b and h «= a, then a = b; and
5) if a «= b and b <= c, then a <= c„
It follows immediately from that a A a" = b
and b <= a U a° for all a, b £ A, Consequently
a A a' = b A b’ and b U b'* = a U a’ for all a, b e Aj
equally b A b” «= a A a® and a U a® <= b U b® for all
a, b e Ao Thus for all a, b e A, a U a® = b U b® and
a A a® = b A b® o The element a A a', which does not
depend on the choice of a, will be called the zero of
A and will be denoted by 0. Similarly, a U a® will be
called the unit of A and will be denoted by 1.
Evidently, a A a® =0, a U a® = 1, 0 A a = 0,
0 U a = a, 1 A a = a, 1 U a = 1 for all a £ Ao So
0 c a and a = 1 for all a e A^ We note also that
(a®)® = a and the deMorgan laws hold: (aUb)® = a'Ab®,
and (aAb)® = a® U b® ̂
For convenience, we will write a A b  simply as
ab and a A b ®  as a-b, For arbitrary elements a, b e A,
a U b and a A b  are called, respectively, the join and
the meet of a and b. a® is called the complement of a
for each a e Ac,
Definition 2clo A Boolean algebra A is called
g-complete if, for every sequence ^ a^^ of elements
of A, there exists an element a_£ A such thato
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(i) for n = l, 2 , 3,
(ii) if a^ <= a for n = 1 , 2 , 3, ..., then a^
We will denote the element a^ by a^U ag U a^U
For example, the set of all subsets of a set X is
a o-complete Boolean algebra, with operations being the
usual set-theoretic operations of union, intersection, 
and complementation. We denote this set by S(x).
Definition 2.2. A mapping f: A—> B where A, B are 
o-complete Boolean algebras is called a o-homomorphism 
of A to B if
(i) f(a') =(f(a))' for each a e A,
(ii) f(a^UagU ...) = f(a^) U f(ag) U „„„ for every
sequence *^a^ of elements of A.
Two Boolean algebras are isomorphic if there exists 
a one-to-one mapping f of A onto B such that f (â )̂ <= f(ag) 
if and only if â  ̂= Sg, Every isomorphism between two 
o-complete Boolean algebras A and B is a o-homomorphism. 
Let f : A ■— > B be this isomorphism. If a e A, then 
(f(a))' n f(a) = 0 and (f(a))’ U f(a) = 1. For a e A,
let f (a') n f (a) = x. Then x <= f (a’) and x «= f(a).
Since f is an isomorphism, f”  ̂exists and is an iso­
morphism. Thus f"^(x) <= a' and f ^(x) <= a and so
f"^(x) c a' n a = 0. Thus x = 0 and f(a') n f(a) = 0.
Similarly, f(a') U f(a) = 1. Hence, f(a') =(f(a))*.
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If f(a^) = f(a^UagU ...) / f(a^) U f(ag) U for some
sequence ^ a ^  of elements of A, there exists some 
f(c) G B such that f (a^) <= f(c) and f(c) «= f (a ). But 
this implies a^ <= c for each n and c <= a^ which contra­
dicts the properties of a^« Thus f(a^Ua2 U . . ) =
f(a^) U f (ag) U , „ and f is a o-homomorphism.
A non-empty subset I of a Boolean algebra B is called 
an ideal provided that if a, b e I, then a U b e I and if 
b e l  and a «= b, then a e I. For a Boolean algebra A and 
an element e e A, we let eA = ^ ala e A, a <= e ̂  and call 
the set eA the principal ideal generated by e e A. We 
define an operation in eA, complementation Ca^), by a^ = ea’ 
If a, b e eA, then a H b e eA, a U b e eA and al e eA.
Axioms A^~A^ are satisfied in eA, and hence the set eA is 
a Boolean algebra.
If A = S(x), then A is o-complete. Moreover, if 
X G S(x), then xS(x) = S(x) and hence is also o-complete.
In fact, if A is any o-complete Boolean algebra and e £ A,
then eA is also o-complete. For if ^ a ^ is any sequence
00 ^
of elements in eA, then a e A since A is o-complete.n=l n
Since a = e for all n = 1, 2, ..., we have, by (ii) of
oo 00
Definition 2.1, that a = e. Hence r e eA andn=l n n=J_ n
eA is o-complete.
Lemma 2.3. Let A, B, C be o-complete Boolean 
algebras and b e B ,  c e G .  Iff  and g are o-homomor- 
phisms such that fi A — > bB and g= B — >cC, then
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go f; A — >g(b)C is a o-b.omomorpb.ismc
Proofo For a s A, b e B, g ® f (a) = g(f(a)) where 
f(a) <= b, and g(f(a)) <= g(b). gof(a®) = g(f(a“)) = 
g(f(a)’) = g(f (a)° since f and g are o-homomorphisms,
If £ a ^  is an sequence of elements in A, 
gof (â  ̂U b2 U o.o) = g(f (a^) U f (ag) U , , „ ) = 
g(f(a^)) U g(f(ag)) U -oo c Hence g©f: A — > g(b)C is 
a o-homomorphismo
Lemma 2.4. Let A and B be two Boolean algebras, 
c E A, d E Bu If cA ro d'B and dB c° A, then A rv B.
In particular, if f and g are isomorphisms such that 
f : cA — > d° B, g  ̂ c 'a — > dB, then the mapping h “ A -— >B 
obtained by letting h(a) = f(ac) U glac') for a e A is 
an isomorphism of A onto B.
Proofo h is clearly well-defined- Let a^, &2  ̂A- 
Then hCa^Ua^) = f ( (â U.&2 )c j U g(. lâ Uâ .'c' ) = fCa^c U a2c) U 
gCa^c'Uapc'y = f(a^c) U g(a^c') U f(agc) U gCapc') = 
h(a^) U hCap)o Hote that for any b^, bpS B, (b^d'Ubpd)'
= b]_ d' U bgd, since (b^d'Ubpd) n (b[ d'U b^d? = 
b^b^ d’d” U b^b^d'd U bgb'dd' U bgb^dd = 0 and (b^d'Ubpd)U 
(b^d’Ub^d) = b.d' U t'd' U b^d U b^d = (b^Ucj)d' U (b2Ub^)d = 
(ind’) U (ind) = d' U d = In Now if f(ac) = b^d' and 
gCac') = b2d, then fCa'c.) = bĵ d' and g(a'c') = b^d- So 
h(a') = b^d’ U bgd = (b^d'Ub2d)' = h(a)'. Thus h is a
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homomorphism.
Suppose h(a^) = hCa^). Then b^d* U bgd = b^d' U b^d 
where f(a^c) = b^d’, f(agc) = b^d', g(a^c') = b^d, g(a2c') = 
b^do Hence (b^Ub^)d' U (b2 Ub^)d = 1 and (b^nbpd' U 
(b;̂ nb2 ) = 0. Hence (b^Hbpd' = (b^nb2 )d = 0 and (b2Ub^)d = d,
(b^Ub^)d' = d' . So f((a^ria2 )c) = 0, f((a^Ua2 )c) = f (c ),
g((a^na2 )c’) = 0, g((a^Ua2 )c’) = gCc')» Since f and g are 
one-to-one, (a^Ua2 )c = c, = c' , (â f1a2 )c = 0 =
(a-ĵ na2 )c' , So a^ U a2  = 1 and a^ n a^ = 0 and thus = a2 * 
Therefore h is one-to-one.
It remains to show h is onto. For b, d e B, b can 
be expressed as b = bd U bd*. bd e dB and bd’ e d'B
and since f and g are isomorphisms there is some a e A
such that f(ac) = bd’ and gCac’) = bd and hence h(a) = b.
Hence, h is an isomorphism of A onto B.
Lemma 2 . If A and B are two Boolean algebras 
and if f is an isomorphism of A onto B, then aA ̂  f(a)B 
for any a e A. In fact, the mapping f restricted to aA 
is the isomorphism of aA onto f(a)B.
Proof. Let h: aA — >f(a)B be such that for e e aA,
h(e) = f(e). Since f is an isomorphism, and is there­
fore order-preserving, it is clear that h is an isomor­
phism of aA onto f(a)B,
Theorem 2.6. Let A and B be two o-complete Boolean
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algebraso For the elements a e A, b e B, let f and g
be two o-homomorphisms such that f : A — > bB and g: B — > aA.
Then there exist two elements c e A, d e B such that
f(c) = d° and g(d) = c°»
Proof, Let a^ = gofCa") and, inductively, let
a = g o f(a ), n = 1 , 2 , 3, ..», and let c = a'Ua.Un+1 ■ & “
a.2  ̂ ...» and d = (f(c))“. We note that â «= a, c e A, 
d e B, and f(c) = d %  By Lemma 2.3, gof is a o-homomor­
phism and hence, g o f(c) = gof(a') U gof(a^) U g o f(ag) U 
... = a^ U ag U ... = ac and consequently g(d) = g(f(c)') = 
g(f(c'))= (gof(c))” = a - gof(c) = a - ac = ac" = c", 
since c" <= a by the definition of c.
The Schrbder-Bernstein Theorem can be reformulated 
as follows ;
Theorem 2.7. Let A and B be two o-complete Boolean 
algebras and suppose, a E A, b s B. If A qj bB and 
B rj aA, then A rJ B.
Proof. Suppose f and g are isomorphisms such that 
f : A — >bB and g:B — > aA. Since f and g are o-homomor­
phisms , there exist two elements c e A and d e B such 
that f(c) = d" and g(d) = c" by Theorem 2,6. Applying 
Lemma 2.3, we see that cA qj d" B and dB c" A. By
Lemma 2.4, we can conclude that A Bo
To verify that the Schrbder-Bernstein Theorem is 
a particular case of Theorem 2.7, it is sufficient to
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note that two sets X and Y have the same power if and 
only if S(x) ro sCy)» For this conclusion we refer the 
reader to E. Sspilrajn-Marczewski [13, p . 137].
Sikorski [13, p . 1433 gives an example to show the 
necessity of the o-completeness hypothesis for A and 
B in Theorem 2.6 and hence for Theorem 2„7„
Therefore we arrive at an affirmative conclusion 
for our problem in the class of o-complete Boolean 
algebras„
Hanf [6 , pp. 20.5“2l7] investigates our problem in 
various other classes of Boolean algebras. Ve now find 
it convenient to return to the following formulation of 
the SchrOder-Bernstein Theorem for algebraic systems : 
Does A A © B © C imply A ro A © B, for A, B, C 
in some class Ûü of algebraic systems'? (l)
We remark that a negative solution to the following 
problem gives a negative solution to problem (l):
Does A A © B © B imply A A © B for arbitrary 
A, B in some class ÛC of algebraic systems? (2) 
Consider the class of countable Boolean algebras„ 
S. Kinoshita [10, pp. 39-41] obtained a negative solu­
tion to our problem in this class. Tarski suggested 
arriving at a negative solution to our problem in this 
class by means of obtaining a negative answer to (2 )
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and hence a negative answer to (l). This result is 
contained in Theorem 2,9.
Definition 2,8. A subset A of the Boolean algebra 
B will be siad to form an ordered basis of B if
(i) A contains the zero, but not the unit element
of B;
(ii) A generates B, that is, every element of B 
is a finite union of finite intersections of elements 
of A and their complements*, or B is the smallest sub­
algebra containing A?
(iii) A is simply ordered by the Inclusion re­
lation of the Boolean algebra E„
Every countable Boolean algebra has an ordered basis.
See Mostowski and Tarski [11, pp, 69-86],
Two sets A and B with the simple order relations 
and Eg respectively, have the same order type if and 
only if there is a one-to-one mapping C|) of A onto B 
such that (â ^̂ Eg (sg) for â , agS A,
Let P be the set of all order types a of the form 1 + p, 
that is, a is the type of a simple order relation which 
has a first element. Given an order type a a P , there 
exists a Boolean algebra B having an ordered basis of 
type a, and B is countable in case a is countable. We 
can construct the Boolean algebra B as follows; Let A 
be a set of order type a under a relation <, Define
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the interval [a, b ) of A by [a, b) = ^ xlx e A, 
a < X < b^  o Let B be the set of all subsets of A
which are finite unions of intervals [a, b). This set
B is a Boolean algebra under the usual set”theoretical 
operationso Since a e P , A has a first element a^ and 
£Ca^, b)^ forms an ordered basis of type a for B,
Although any two Boolean algebras with ordered bases 
of the same type are isomorphic, a Boolean algebra may 
have ordered bases of unequal order type. Write a 3 
if some Boolean algebra has both an ordered basis of 
type a and one of type 3- If Boolean algebras A and 
B have ordered bases X and 1B of type a and 3 respec­
tively, then A © B has an ordered basis ^  a, 0g) I a e X^U 
^(l^,b)Ib e B ^ of type a + 3c So for each a, 3 e P , 
a + 3 %  3 +■ etc Also for a^, 3^ s P , when 3^ for
each positive integer n, Z a  + 3_ + 6 , where Ô
n " n
is an arbitrary order type «
We need the following definition: An element
a 4 0 of a Boolean algebra A is said to be an atom of
A provided, for every b e A, the inclusion b <= a. implies 
that either b = 0 or b = If a is an atom of a Boolean
algebra A, then for every b e A e.'.ther a c b o r a O b z O ,  
A Boolean algebra A is said to be atomic provided, for 
every element b / 0 (b e. A), there exists an atom a = b.
A Boolean algebra A is said to be atomless if it has no
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atomso Every finite Boolean algebra A is atomic„ If
A has 2^ elements, then n is the number of atoms.
For convenience, we will now let u) denote the set
of natural numbers as well as the order type of the
hatural numbers under < and 0̂  will denote the order
type of the rational numbers under Instead of
A © A ® © A with n summands, we will write Â .
Theorem 2.9. Given a positive integer n, there
exist countable Boolean algebras A and B such that,
whenever A^ ̂  A^ © for a positive integer m, then
A^ ru A^ © B^ just in case k is a multiple of n. In
particular, there exist countable Boolean algebras A
2and B such that A o/ A © B , but A non - ^  A © B.
1 + 1Proof, Suppose n is given. We set ^   ̂= uj ^ »
^i = P i+j' i " i+j 1 e CO .
Consider the Boolean algebra A with an ordered basis of 
type a where
a = 7" " LÜ + 2 (o. . + T  4+1 1
° ieu) "
and let B be the Boolean algebra with ordered basis of
type 0 ,̂ (Note that a and are countable and hence
A and B are countable!,
To show a“ A^ © B^ whenever k Is a multiple of
n, it will suffice to show that A ^  B © B^„ Since
to = 1 + ul , all "he order types defined above
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are elements of p  . Furthermore, ^   ̂ = p 
and i ■*■ ‘̂i+i Thus we have
T i  + + T i + i  + G.^^.n
and hence S ( T". + o. .n) 2 (o. «n + T  ).
ieu> ^ ^ ieoo ^
a = T  ° oj) + 2 (a. -̂on + T" )
IG LU ^
= +?;,'U)) + Z + T.^^)
Ik. uo
fy T o  + C T ^  + .2 (Gi+i-n +
IE 00
= " (X) + S ( + cf,
IE W i+1
>n.)
n  f°i-“ + ^i+i>lEüù
= ?L "LU + [a »n + 2 ( Ti+i + o i^n)]
T
° o isoo' ' 1+1 1+1
O - W  + L + r i ^ p  + a ^ . n
xfc ui
= a + o^^no
Thus A and A ® have ordered bases of equivalent types 
and so are isomorphicc
It remains now to show that if A^ ry A^ ® B^, then 
k is a multiple of n. Suppose A^ ̂  A^ © B^. Let C 
be a Boolean algebra constructed from an ordered set 
of type a-m + o^«k by the method previously described, 
thus C is isomorphic to A® © . By the type of an
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interval of C we mean its type wider the relation < 
of the ordered set. By a majximal interval of a given 
type we mean an interval which is not properly included 
in any interval of the same type; C clearly has maximal
intervals of type a.., 7“^̂» a, etc., as well as
intervals of type oj , 0  ̂ , p etc., which are not
maximal. Let a he a maximal interval of type a°m.
is then isomorphic to aC, the principal ideal generated 
by a e C. Let f be a function mapping aC isomorphically 
onto C.
First we notice That for any element x of the 
Boolean algebra C, either Iij for some i e u), an interval 
of type is included in x or M U  for some elements
y and z of C, x = yuz and the algebra yC is atomic while 
zC is atomlesSo This follows from the fact that every 
interval of C satisfies (i) or U  U  and every element 
of C is a finite 'onion of intervals. Thus we see that 
given an interval x of type p   ̂in aC, the element f(x) 
must contain an interval of type p  ̂ for some i e 6ü ; 
for if it did not, then fix.; and, hence x, would satisfy 
(ii) which is impossible since if x = yuz for some y and 
z of C, then either y or z contains in turn an interval 
of type We wish now to show that i must equal j,
that is, that the image under f of an interval of type
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p must contain an interval of the samy type,’ d
By the derivative of a Boolean algebra we mean its
quotient algebra modulo the ideal of all finite sums of
atoms. The derivative of a Boolean algebra with ordered
i "f* 1basis of type uj + ^  has an ordered basis of type 
iCO + , Thus if we take j + 1 successive derivatives
of xG (where x is an interval of type /O .), we obtain a
Boolean algebra with ordered basis of type 1 + /y| , that
is, an atomless Boolean algebra^ Therefore, the (j+l)st
derivative of f(x)C cannot contain any interval of type
—1p ̂  for any i > j, Thus i < j, By considering f 
mapping C isomorphically onto aC, we obtain Ï <. i° Hence 
j = ia
Let b be the element of C which is the union of 
the m maximal intervals of type tO Let p^ be
the number of maximal intervals x of type |0 ̂  con­
tained in b such that f(x) contains an interval of type 
which is disjoint from b. Similarly, let be the 
number of maximal intervals x of type p^ which are dis­
joint from t but are such that fCx) contains an interval 
of type p^ included in b, How there are 2ni maximal 
intervals of type p^ in aC which are disjoint from 
b, Thus there are 2ni - q̂  ̂maximal intervals x of 
type p ̂  which are disjoint from b and are such that f(x)
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contains an interval of type p  ̂which is disjoint 
from b. For each maximal interval y of type ^^  in C, 
there can be only one maximal interval x of type in
a C such that f(x) contains an interval of type in­
cluded in y . Therefore the number, 2ni - + p̂  ̂of
maximal intervals x of type jÔ  for which f(x) contains 
an interval of type disjoint from b must equal
2ni + k, the total number of maximal intervals of type 
p ̂  which are disjoint from b. Thus p^ = q̂  ̂+ k for each
i e cO . Let u = b n (f ^(b))', p^ is the number of maxi­
mal intervals of type which contain an interval of
type p^ included in u. Now u is the finite union of 
intervals v, each of which is included in b, and hence 
has the property that there are at most two natural num­
bers (corresponding to the two endpoints) such that the 
number of maximal intervals of type p ̂  which contain 
an interval of type included in v is not a multiple
of n„ From this we conclude that there are only fi­
nitely many i e tO such that p^ is not a multiple of 
n. Applying a similar argument to the element b n f(b)' 
we obtain that there are only finitely many i e ui such 
that q̂  is not a multiple of n« Thus for some i e co ,
both p^ and q^ are multiples of no Hence we obtain the
desired conclusion that k = %  is a multiple of n,
which completes the proof of Theorem 2,9.
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In particular, we arrive at a negative solution 
to (2 ) since k = m = l ,  n = 2  and 1 is not a multiple 
of 2 , and thus obtain a negative answer to our problem 
in the class of countable Boolean algebras.
However, we obtain an affirmative answer to a 
slightly different, but related, problem in the class 
of countable Boolean algebras if we restrict the Boolean 
algebras B and C in (l) to be finite. Halmos [4, p. 126] 
notes this conclusion. The result of this special case 
is contained in the following theorem due to L.
Vaught :
Theorem 2.10. Let A be a countable Boolean algebra, 
or more generally, a Boolean algebra with an ordered 
basis.
(i) If A has infinitely many atoms and B is any 
finite Boolean algebra, then A A $ B.
(ii) If B and C are finite Boolean algebras and 
A ry A © B © C, then A { y A © B { y A © C c
Proofo (i) If E is an ordered basis for A, then 
corresponding to each atom of A, there is a b e E such 
that b has an immediate successor b e E„ Thus there 
is either an infinite monotonically increasing or an 
infinite monotonically decreasing sequence of elements 
of E each of which has an immediate successor. We may 
assume without loss of generality that the sequence is
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increasingo Hence, the set E is of order type p = 2 (a.+l)+6
ietofor some order types and 6 where a„e p for each i e oO o
Thus
P = 2 ((%. +1 ) + 6
ie to
fci 2 (l+ou ) + 6 
ie Ü0
= 1 + 2  (oto+l) + 6
ietu
= 1 + p „
Hence A is isomorphic to its direct sijm with a two- 
element Boolean algebra (which has an ordered basis of
type l) and (i) follows by induction.
(ii) I f A A j A @ B © C  where B and C are finite 
(and hence not atomless) Boolean algebras, then A has 
infinitely many atoms and from (i) we arrive at (ii/.
We now consider the class of all Boolean algebras
and obtain negative solutions to the following two re­
stricted cases of question (2 );
Does A gu A © B © B imply A ry A © B for 
an arbitrary Boolean algebra A and for 
B a two-element Boolean algebra? (2°)
Does A ̂  A © B © B imply A A  © B for an 
arbitrary Boolean algebra A and for B equal 
to the algebra A itself? (2'f)
Notice that negative solutions to these restricted
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problems give a negative solution to our problem in the 
class of all Boolean, algebraso We remark that problem 
(2”) remains open in the class of countable Boolean alge­
bras .
We need the following notation» For any natural
numbers n and i, let a^^ in, in + 1 , ... , in + (n-l)^
For each positive integer n, let ^ x «= I for some
J <= Lxj and some finite z<=co,x = U a . U z ? »  The
iey
set under the operations of join, meet and comple­
mentation with respect to où forms a Boolean algebra» 
is of the power of the continuum and is atomic, the 
atoms being a^  ̂for each i e oO . L will denote a two- 
element Boolean algebra» We state the following lemmas 
without proof and refer the reader to Hanf [5, pp » 212- 
214]»
Lemma 2»11» aj ® L^»—  — :--- n = n
Lemma 2» 12» non - o-> m @ L^, for 0 < k < n»    -.......— II = 1 1
Lemma 2 » .13 »
Theorem 2»14» There exists a Boolean algebra A 
such that A ov A © L^, but A non - rv A © L^ for k = 1,
, » » o , n. 1 o
Proof» Take A to be the Boolean algebra By
Lemma 2»1 1, A ~  A © L^, but A non - /u A © L^ for 
0 < k < n by Lemma 2 » 12.
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Theorem 2.1,5. There exists a Boolean algebra A 
such that A A^, but A non - /v A^ for k = 2, 3, ,
n-1
Proof. Take A to be the Boolean algebra M -, ® L.
Applying mathematical induction, we obtain (M )^ro 
^n-1 k = 2, 3, 0.0, n-1 by Lemma 2.13.
A^ = (n . ® L)^ rv (n , rvj M -, © (*)n—1 = n-1 = n— 1
For k = n
A^ o. Ai (M -, © L^"^) e L A> -, © L,= n-1 = n— 1 = n-1
by Lemma 2.11. Thus A a» A^ o
Suppose A ̂  A^ for 1 < k < n>, Prom (*)
A = ® L ^  M^-1 ®
M -, ® L ® l“ ^ ^  M„ , ffi ,n— 1 = n— 1
n -, © L^”  ̂A,' (M -, © L^"^) © L^"^ on-1 = n-1
Hence, by Lemma 2„11, -, /-v -, © But thist/ n— 1 = n— 1
contradicts Lemma 2.12, Thus A non - a-> A^, for
1 < k < iio
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COMMUTATIVE SEMIGROUPS
Tarski [l7, pp. 218-225] extends the main results 
of Hanf from Boolean algebras to commutative semigroups. 
By a commutative s emigroup we will understand an alge­
braic system formed by an arbitrary non-empty set A with 
a binary operation addition, +, whicb satisfies the 
commutative, associative, and cancellation laws and 
where A contains a zero element, 0, with x + 0 = x for 
all X e Ao If N is the set of non-negative integers 
then ^ = < N j  + > is a commutative semigroup.
Let B be a Boolean algebra. A proper ideal of 
B is said to be maximal (prime.) provided it is not a 
proper subset of a proper ideal of B. Equivalently, 
we can say that a proper ideal I of a Boolean algebra 
is prime if ab e I implies either a e I or b e I. To 
see this we first observe that I is maximal if and only 
if for all a e B, either a e I or a“ el. Suppose that 
for all a e B, either a e I or a' e l  and that I = 1 ,̂
where I is a proper ideal of B. If I / I_, there is o o
a e I such that a è I. Hence a" e I and thus a' e I . o o
This implies 1 = a U a“ e I^ which implies I^ is not 
proper. Thus I is maximal. Conversely, suppose I is 
maximal. If a è I, then I is properly contained in the
.55
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ideal generated by I and a. Since I is maximal, 
is not propero Since is not proper there exists 
some element b e l  such that 1 = h U a, that is, 1 = bua„ 
This implies a’ <= b since a” = a" D ( bUa.) = (a'Ob) U (a’fla) 
= a' n b o  Consequently, since I is an ideal, a" e I,
So if I is maximal, ab e I and a è I, then a' e l  and 
b U a“ = (aOb) U a' e I. So b = (bHa') n b e lo Now 
suppose ab e I implies either a e I or b e I* Then 
a n a' = 0 e I implies either a s I or a" e l  and hence 
I is maximal. Henceforth we will denote the set of all 
prime ideals of a Boolean algebra B by PCb ),
The set of all proper ideals containing a given 
ideal I of a Boolean algebra B is partially ordered by 
inclusion and every chain in this set has an upper bound 
in the set. Applying Zorn's Lemma we conclude that 
every proper ideal of a Boolean algebra B is contained 
in a maximal ideal of B,
We need the following results.
Lemma 2,1 6 , Let B be a Boolean algebra. For each 
y E B, let h(y) =  ̂I e P(b) I y è I ̂ , Let F =
^ h(y) I y e B^o Then F is a Boolean algebra, (the 
operations being set-theoretic union, intersection, and 
complementation) and h:B — >F is an isomorphism. Thus, 
if y and z are two unequal elements of B, there exists 
a prime ideal I of B such that y e I and z è I or z e I
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and y è lo
Proof, y è I if and only if I e h(y). Since
y U z è I if and only if y è I or z è I, h(y) U h(z) =
h(yUz), where U on the left-hand side represents set- 
theoretic union. Also y e I if and only if y" è I.
Thus h(y') = h(y)°, where ° on the right-hand side repre­
sents the set-theoretic complement. Therefore h is a 
homomorphism and F is a Boolean algebra. Now for all 
J / 0, y ’B is a proper principal ideal of B and is 
therefore contained in a prime ideal I of B. Since 
y" e y ’B ‘=I, y è l .  Thus I e h(y) and h(y) / So 
h(y) = è implies y e I for every prime ideal I which 
implies y = 0. Thus h is one-to-one. Hence y / z in B 
implies h(y)  ̂h(z) which implies that there exists an 
I e P(b) such that y e I and z è I or y è I and z e I.
Lemma 2.17. For a set I to be a prime ideal of
B © C, where B and C are Boolean algebras, it is neces­
sary and sufficient that I satisfy one of the the fol­
lowing two conditions :
(i) for some J e P(b), I = ^(x,y)lx e J, y e c| or
(ii) for some J e P(c), I = ^ (x,y)lx e B, y e J ̂  .
Proof c That the condition is sufficient is immediate 
Now suppose I is a prime ideal of B ® C where B and C 
are Boolean algebras. Consider the projection mappings
B © C — > B and B © C —> C. and %2 homo-
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morpliismso Since I is proper, either %^[I] or 
is proper. For if îĉ CI] = B and = 0 and h e B,
C G C ,  then (b,c^) e I for some e C„ Thus (h,c^)(l,0) = 
(h,0) e I and, similarly (0,c) e I, Hence (h,c) = (b,0) + 
(O,c) e I, which contradicts I being proper. Consider 
which is an ideal in B, and suppose is a
proper ideal. Then for ab e , there exists some
c £ C such that (ab,c) e I and also (ab,0) e I, But 
(ab,O) = (a,0)(b,0) and since I is prime, either (a,0) e I 
or Cb,0) e I, Hence, either a e %^[I] or b £ n:̂ Cl3 and 
thus TT̂ Cl] is a prime ideal in B, TCgCl] is not proper.
For suppose c jef ^^̂  for some c e C and thus (0,c) è I.
Now (b,0) è I for some b £ B, Hence (0,0) k I, Thus
712(1 ] = C,
Given a Boolean algebra B, we can construct a well- 
determined semigroup B*, Construct the direct power 
i f I f  f, g £ then f + g = h, where h £
is defined by h(l) = f(l) + g(l) for every I £ p Cb ), 
if is a commutative semigroup. Given any x £ B, let 
ch^, the characteristic function of x, be the function 
f £ if^®^ such that for every I e P(b ), f(l) = Co if x £ I
(̂ 1 otherwise
Let B* be the sub-semigroup ( % ch^l x e B ̂  ] of
So if f e B*, then f £ and has the form f = cli +Xf
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ch_ » where x,, Xp, x are elements of For any
n ^
X, y e B, ch^yy + ch^^^ = ch^ + ch^, where x n y and
X U y are the Boolean meet and the Boolean join of x and
y. If xy = 0, then c h ^  = 0 and hence ch^y^ = ch^ + ch^.
These semigroups of the form B*, where B is a Boolean
algebra and their isomorphic images may be called Boolean
semigroups.
Some of the fundamental properties of the correla­
tion of B and B* are formulated in the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.18. Let B and G be arbitrary Boolean 
algebras, Then
(i) B^ is always a commutative semigroup and is, 
in fact, a subdirect power of ¥ = < Nj + >f
(ii) If B is at most a countable algebra with at 
least two different elements, then B* is countable ; if 
B is a two-element algebra, then B* ̂  ¥;
(iii) B* 'V C* if and only if B ̂  Cj 
Civ) (B@C)* B* @ C*.
Proofo (i) To see that B* is a subdirect power 
of ¥, we look at pj which will be the projection of
onto N, where I e P(b ) and Pj(f) = f(l) for all 
f e if Then p^[B*] = p^[ ̂ ch^lx e b | ] =
[ |_Pj(ch^lx E B^ ] = [ ̂  ch^(l)lx e ] = ¥ since 
1 e ̂ chjj.(l) Ix E B ”̂ o
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(ii) Since B has at least two distinct elements,
P(B) X (b. B* = [ ^ch^lX e B I 3 = ch^ Ix^ e B J <=
00ç.n coç-n ^
n^l I iil  ̂ ^i^ H  = nMl t i?l i î  ̂ . Now
 ̂̂ iSi cĥ ÎXĵ   ̂®  ̂ o “ j^o^ Therefore B* is a
subset of a countable set and is hence countable. If 
B = ^0, l"̂  is the two-element Boolean algebra, then B 
has only one prime ideal, I, So the projection p^:B* — >F 
is an isomorphism,
(iii) Suppose C*, and let CiÇ) be this isomor­
phism from B* onto C*. B* = [ ^ ch^lx e B ̂ ], and these 
functions ch^ coincide with the multiple-free elements 
of B*, (an element a of a commutative semigroup is 
multiple-free if there are no elements b and c with 
a = b + b + c, b / O ) ,  The same applies to the functions 
cby in C*, For every x e B, there is a y e C such that
'P (ch^) = ch^. This element y is uniquely determined
by X, For if z is any element of C different from y, 
then by Lemma 2,16, there exists a prime ideal I of C 
which contains just one of the two elements y and zj
therefore ch^(l) / ch„(l) and ch^ / ch_. Thus with every y z y z
element x of B we have correlated a uniquely determined 
element y of Cÿ we denote this element by g(x) and hence 
we have tp (ch^) = Consider x, z e B such that
X <= z (that is, X U z = z). Let y = x'z„ Then x U y = z
and xy = 0, So ch^ + ch^ = ch^. Since iÇ is an isomor­
phism, ^  ̂ chjj.) + (Jj)(chy) = ip(chg) , and consequently
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chg(^) + . Hence, for every I e P(c),
g(z) e I implies g(x) £ I, Therefore by Lemma 2*16, 
h(g(z))“ <= h(g(x))' and hence h(g(x)) «= h(g(z)), which 
implies g(x) = g(z) since h is an isomorphismu Thus 
X «= z implies g(x) «= g(z)„
By symmetry we show, in an entirely analogous
fashion, that every element y £ C determines a unique
element x e B such that g(x) = y and for any x, z e B, 
g(x) = g(z) implies x <= zc Therefore, g:B — > C is an 
isomorphism. Thus if B* /y C*, then B ~  C. It is clear
that B ^  G implies B* ^  C*.
(iv) We associate with every function f e 
a function f^ e and a function £2 £ ^ ^ a s
follows : given J s P(b), let I s f CbBCJ be defined by
I =^(x,y)lx e J, y e C^ and set f ^ ( = f(l), given 
J e P(c), let I e P(B@C) be defined by I = ^ Cx,y)lx e B, 
y e J , and set f2 (j) = f (l). In either case, by Lemma
2.17, I is a prime ideal of B ® C. Let (fj = »̂ 2  ̂'
pf pi pf o')For every g e N and h e N ', there is a uniquely
determined f e such that = S» fg = b and
hence CÇ(f) = (g,h). Also, if f, g, h e if^B®G)
f = g + h, then f^ = + h^ snd ^2 " ^2 ^ hg, and
hence CfCf) = ̂ (g) + ^(h). Finally, if f = chç^^y)
for X e B, y e C, then f^ = ch^, f2 = cli , so that
^ (f) = (ch^, chy.)o Thus :(B®C)* — B* ® 0* is an
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isomorphism.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.18, we 
obtain
Theorem 2.19. Theorems 2.9, 2.14, and 2.15 remain 
valid if Boolean algebras are replaced in them through­
out by commutative semigroups, and if, in addition, the 
two-element Boolean algebra L in Theorem 2.14 is replaced 
by the additive semigroup of non-negative integers.
Thus our problem admits a negative solution when 
applied to commutative semigroups.
Two classes of commutative semigroups deserve 
special attention:
1.) the semigroups in which for every x, there
is an element y such that x U y = 0;
2.) the semigroups in which no element x / 0 has
a negative.
The semigroups of 1.) are simply abelian groups, whereas 
those of 2.) are the partially ordered commutative semi­
groups, where *= is the order relation such that x <= z 
if and only if x U y = z for some y .
From Theorem 2.18 (i) we see that the commutative 
semigroups involved in Theorem 2.18 and Theorem 2.19 
are partially ordered; hence the solution for this 
class of semigroups 2.) proves to be negative.
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Tarski [16, p . 288] proves that we obtain an affir­
mative answer to our problem in a special class of semi­
groups, namely the class of all partially ordered commuta­
tive semigroups in which every infinite sequence of pair­
wise disjoint elements that is bounded above has a least 
upper boundo
Jônsson [7, pp. 224-229] uses the results of Hanf 
for Boolean algebras to obtain analogous results for 
groups.
Given a group G, F(g ) will denote the set of all 
direct factors of G. We understand the center of a group 
G to be the subgroup consisting of all a e G such that 
ax = xa for all x e Go G is said to be centerless if the 
center consists only of the identity element.
j6nsson’s central results are contained in the 
following theorem;
Theorem 2,20. If A is an infinite Boolean algebra 
and G is a finite or countable indecomposable centerless 
group, then there exist a group H and a function f with 
the following properties :
(i) H is centerless;
(ii) f : A — >F(h ) is an isomorphism;
(iii) for every a, b e A, f[a] ^ fCb] if and only 
if aA N bA;
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(iv) for every atom a of A, f[a] ̂  G;
(v) Ih I = Ia Io
Proofo See Jonsson [8, pp. 225-2283.
With, the aid of Theorem 2.20, Jonsson establishes 
that Theorems 2.9, 2.14, and 2.15 remain valid if Boolean 
algebras are replaced in them throughout by centerless 
groups and if, in addition, the two-element Boolean alge­
bra in Theorem 2.14 is replaced by an indecomposable 
centerless group. Thus our problem admits a negative 
answer in the class of centerless groups.
Most of Hanf's results can be transferred to any 
class ÛC of algebras with a zero element and with finitary 
operations, which contains a finite or countable inde­
composable centerless algebra, and which is closed under 
the operation of taking subdirect sums. Among such 
classes are the class of all groups, the class of all 
commutative partially ordered semigroups and the class 
of all rings, as well as various subclasses of these 
classes.
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